
CANIM-ONE Modeling exercise
Modeling a Simple Skateboard.
(Reminder: When doing Canim1 exercises, please bring your most lively or favorite playlists. 3D Modeling for 
more then 3 hours can cause drowziness. Also please use earphones so not to disturb other fellow 
students.)

Topics:
•Mesh Smooth
•Modeling from Photoshop Illustrator Files and importing to Maya
•BevelPlus
•Parenting through Outliner Window
•Simple Shaders

From day one, I have discussed that to model something in 3d, first you must imagine the 
object into many different “basic” shapes or basic “primitives”(Wag niyo pahirapan sarili 
ninyo ng complicated thinking ng modeling, simple lang muna para hindi mabaliw). First try 
to use simple shapes then rotate and scale to match the shape. If it still lacks the desired 
shape, you can go into Component mode where in you can alter the basic object and 
shape it your own by right-click and altering the “Vertex, Edges, and Faces”.



So let us examine our reference photo of a skateboard:

Step One Lets Modeling the Wheel Parts.

1. Create a Polygon Cube (Create>Polygon Primitives>Cube). Then position and scale to 
match the reference photo.



2. Then create another cube primitive, place it on top then scale it down.

3. Then create 5 cylinders, scale them down and place them on top of our cube primitives.



4. Now comes the most complicated shape in the skateboard. The axle that holds the 
wheel. From what we can see, you can still figure out a basic primitive shape from the 
reference photo, which is a torus. 

 So go to Create>Polygon Primitives>Torus.

Now, our torus has too many divisions. Lets lessen it. While the torus is selected. Go to 
your attribute Editor by hitting Control+A.



Under the polyTorus1 Tab, make the Subdivision Axis and Height to 6.

5. Now select the faces torus shape. 



6. Then go to Edit Mesh>Extrude.



7. Now select the side faces of out extruded faces. 

8. Then Extrude (Edit Mesh>Extrude)

9. Now comes a little bit of tweaking. Right-click on our object then select edges.
 Select the edges from the end parts, and move them using the “move tool or w”.



Also move the other end side edges.

To finish things off, select the edges on the front side of the axle, and move it para pantay 
pantay. 



Then select the end vertex then press “r” for scale. Then Scale to lengthen the axle.



Mesh> Mesh Smooth Command
-This command smoothens any rough 3d model. (Pinapa-kinis ang 3D model natin).

Before mesh>Smooth command.   After mesh>Smooth 2x command.

But our mesh smooth is a little awkward looking. So if you already applied mesh smooth to 
your axle, press Undo. Then go to  Edit Mesh, Insert Edge Loops to the ends of our axle.



Then apply mesh>smooth again.

Before Edge loops on the side.    After Edge Loops

So far so good. Lets compare our model to our reference. All it needs now are the wheels.

After Wheels added.



Now lets group everything together then just duplicate it to the other side of our 
skateboard. But first, lets name everything properly so that we wonʼt get confused.

OUTLINER WINDOW
- Displays/ Lists all of the objects in your Maya scene. Gamitin ninyo ito pag mejo   
 naduduleng na kayo mag-select ng objects from the perspective view. 

Go to Window>Outliner.

Notice that the outliner window lists all of your 3d objects. If you double-click
on the 3d object on your outliner window, you can change the name of the 3d object.
Paki-change according to what part its called.



Now we have our wheel parts properly named. This very important in your workflow so that 
you wonʼt get confused later on when your director asks you to alter your 3D.

Next is we parent everything to the “Base”. 

To do that, select all of our objects except 
the “base”.



Then hold 
down you 
Middle-mouse 
buttone, then 
drag 
everything 
under “Base”.

Now select our Base along and go to 

Edit>Duplicate. And Rotate our Wheel Parts according to our reference photo.



Next thing we do is trace our board from photoshop, then export them as Illustrator files.

 

Then Export as illustrator file.



Next import our illustrator files to Maya. And Apply a BevelPlus command.

Bevel Plus
-Command in Maya that extrudes any Adobe Illustrator files. This is very useful for Logo 
Animation, Motion Graphics, and In-Animate 3d objects. 
DO NOT USE FOR ORGANIC CHARACTER MODELING 



Almost done. Lets parent everything to the “SkateBoard” 3D object.

Parented to Skateboard. And we are done!. You can now add shaders to our Skateboard.



Without Shaders

With Shaders 

You can custom your own colors or graphics for your skateboard.
save it as LastName_FirstName.mb under my folder.

Cheers!




